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1. ADOPTION OF THE SECOND REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE (Document A9/L/2) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Rapporteur to introduce the draft second report of the 

Sub-Committee, 

Miss HESSLING (Netherlands), Rapporteur, before reading the draft second report, 

explained that the necessity of bringing the English and French text into conformity 

had involved making a few changes in the wording as already seen by members. 

Mr LIVERAW (Israel) suggested that, in'the English text, at the top of page 2 of 

the report, the comma should come after "Rule 113" and not after "provided". 

It was so agreed,, 

Mr de CURTON (France) suggested that the title of paragraph 2, in the French text, 

should correspond with the title of the relevant item of the Health Assembly!s agenda. 

It was so agreed. 

Decision: The second report, thus amended, was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN said that with the approval of its second report, the Sub-Committee's 

work was complete, unless any more questions were referred to it. 

He would take the opportunity of thanking the members of the Sub-Committee for 

their co-operation and tolerance towards himself, 

Mr GEERAERTS (Belgium), speaking on behalf of all the members of the Sub-Committee, 

thanked the Chairman for the tactful and sympathetic way in which he had conducted the 

meetings. 
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The CHAIRMAN greatly appreciated the kind remarks made to him. 

On behalf of the Sub-Committee he thanked the Rapporteur for the competent way 

in which she had fulfilled her task. 

The meeting rose at 5t$0 p.m. 
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